February 21, 1930

Mary Ludlum, second floor shop steward, pressing two grievances on Foreman Bliss. -- (1) girls wash piece work prices instead of working for .40 an hour, and (2) rate on string job should be raised.

Prices did come out on one line. Way too low. Instead of raising them, a piece rate was added on the girls. Sister Ludlum told Bliss the girls would not stand for raise not being given them and speed them up.

A reminder to GE Foremen - GE workers forced the UK to stop such things as tipping on work and speeding them up. GE threatened here to save the order not for that. And by sticking together we'll get the right prices.

Welcome to two new shop stewards: David Price for the drill press and screw machine groups under Foremen Pilotti and Miller. John Messenger for the groups under Foremen Lookie and Rudin. These are temporary appointments by ward Increasing Man. Elections will be held shortly as called for by the Constitution.

Steward Joe Stocker is still fighting over too low prices in the miscellaneous machine group.

Interesting things came to light about how an IN "leader" works - and why. As we told you before, we want to know how come ole Abe Lally, former GE shop steward expelled for IN activity, suddenly lobs a round as a Grand Union steward. So it looks like Foremen Bottie presented the case to the United States October 6 and still on an US case.

And now as a sideline Daisey and Bottie make a cash bet and get on the beach to prove how fast he can do a job. With a middle man holding standing and even pouring from their cute bet. However, he returned the five-spot to Daisey. Apparently he thought it might make trouble.

Wonderful how supervision can close its eyes when the "Initiative UK" boys violate rules. Charles Greiner, with only two years' service, rooms around as will, and when it gets to General Foremen Lizom, he finds excuses for Greiner. Who's kidding whom?

Sub-committee meeting held in the shop and another meeting in at the chipping machine set-up union. J. Rask, Walsh, Grel, Restani, De Lorenzi and Mastriani at the first meeting. Restani, De Lorenzi and Mastriani in at the second meeting. The first meeting, which was called for the purpose of discussing the problem of the local union, was concluded with the voting of the committee.
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301 Basketball Team Having Good Season

The Local basketball team has won 29 out of 30 games this season. They have only lost one game, against the Schenectady City League, in a close 87-85 match. The team is led by Captain Bill Black and Captain Jim Bennett, who both have a strong presence on the court. The team has been practicing hard and is ready to take on any opponent. They are excited for the upcoming season and hope to continue their winning streak.

UOE Charges Untrue On 301 Expenditures

After reviewing the books of the Local 301, the UOE has found that the charges of mismanagement and inefficiency are unfounded. The union has conducted a thorough investigation and found that the funds were used for necessary expenses and were properly accounted for. The UOE calls on the community to support Local 301 and stand against unfounded attacks.

Debunking UOE Claims

Government Figures Show UOE Has Won Higher Average Pay Than Auto, Steel

As for the wage claims, the UOE has presented government figures that show their workers have won higher average pay than those in the auto and steel industries. These figures are taken from the Department of Labor and are based on comprehensive surveys of wages in these industries. The UOE has also presented evidence of their efforts to negotiate fair wages and benefits for their workers.

UOE Officers & Coo-Workers In Spite of UOE's claims, there have been widespread protests and demonstrations against the union's actions. The UOE has accused the union of mismanagement and inefficiency.

Wage Rates Up

Local 301 has won a wage increase for all its members. The raise is effective immediately and will be retroactive to January 1st. The union has been working hard to negotiate a fair wage for its workers and is pleased with the outcome.

UOE Unions n' Coo-Workers

There has been a increase in union activity in the area. Local 301 has been active in organizing and negotiating for better wages and benefits. The union has been supported by many workers and community members.

Allis-Chalmers Workers Betrayed by John Duffy

For Duffy, the betrayal was a surprise. He had been working closely with John Duffy, the president of the UOE, and had expected to receive the same level of support. However, Duffy had been working with the company to negotiate lower wages and benefits for the workers. The union has been in talks with Allis-Chalmers to improve working conditions and wages, but Duffy's actions have hindered these efforts.

Shop Stewards Taking Oath of Office

A group of shop stewards has been elected to serve under the leadership of William H. Smith, president of the UOE. The stewards will be responsible for representing the workers' interests and ensuring fair treatment by management. They have been told to enforce the union's demands and to work towards a better working environment.